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QUESTION 1

Through project management, role management, and user management, FusionStorage file sharing authentication
grants user permissions to access and use storage resources. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements about the Global Cache technology employed by the WushanFS are correct? (Select
three.) 

A. Global Cache enables the memory space on all storage servers to form a unified memory resources pool logically. 

B. Data cached on a node cannot be hit by the read/write service of another node. 

C. Global Cache helps improve the sharing of memory resources among nodes. 

D. The WushanFS uses the distributed lock mechanism to implement global management of cached data. The same
service data is cached only on one node. Another node that needs to access the service data can apply for a lock to
obtain the cached data. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following statements about NewSQL databases are correct? (Select three) 

A. MPP databases are not NewSQL databases. 

B. NewSQLdatabases have the capability to store and manage massive data. 

C. NewSQLdatabases support ACID and SQL as traditional databases do. 

D. NewSQLindicates various new databases that provide scalability and high performance. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 4

In an N8500, metadata is classified into many types. Different nodes process different types of metadata. Metadata is
classified into which of the following types? (Select three) 

A. Super block 
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B. Log area 

C. Allocation unit 

D. Folder 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer purchases nine OceanStor 9000 storage nodes. During the deployment planning, the customer requires that
data integrity be not affected if any three disks in a storage node are faulty, and the overall storage space utilization be
not lower than 80%. 

Which of the following is the most proper redundancy ratio? 

A. 8+1 

B. 6+3 

C. 6+3: 1 

D. 16 +3: 1 

Correct Answer: D 
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